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ABSTRACT 
 
 

The purpose of this research project is to better understand how self-control and 

motivation play a role in impulsive behavior as observed in AD/HD. Symptoms of 

impulsivity in AD/HD have been associated with poor self-control (e.g., Barkley, 1997, 

Willcutt, Pennington & Ozonoff, 2005), and also with an unusual sensitivity to rewards 

such as money (e.g., Douglas, 1999; Solanto et al., 2001, Sonuga-Barke et al., 2003). We 

know that self-control and motivation develop with age and play a key role in several 

clinical conditions involving poor impulse control, yet little is known about the 

interaction between these two fundamental processes. We are interested in studying these 

processes in interaction with one another and in relation to AD/HD symptoms. 

Neuropsychological studies reveal that executive function (EF) deficits do not fully 

explain AD/HD and its symptoms, as EF deficits have only accounted for less than 50% 

of the variance of AD/HD symptoms (Castellanos et al, 2006). While the impairment of 

response inhibition is the most reliable EF impairment in studies to date (Willcutt et al, 

2005), motivation and reward processing deficits seem to coexist independent of these 

deficits (Luman, 2006, Sagvolden, 2006; Solanto et al., 2001). These findings have led 

researchers to develop the “dual-pathway” hypothesis that incorporates both executive 

dysfunction of response inhibition as well as motivational deficits (Sonuga-Barke, 2002). 

The aim of this project is to further our understanding of how the interplay of these 

processes may be related to impulsivity and how they impact and result in certain “real 

world” behaviors. One interesting feature of this project is the development of new tasks 
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that are capable of assessing both individual pathways (“top-down”/executive function 

and “bottom-up”/motivation) and their interaction within the task itself. This lends not 

only to the strength of the design, but reflects the most current research trends in the field 

and makes a unique contribution as well.
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CHAPTER 1 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) is the current term used to describe a 

neurocognitive developmental disorder that is characterized by excessive levels of inattention 

(exhibited as poor sustained attention and resistance to distraction), hyperactivity (which is 

expressed as inappropriate levels of motoric activity or internal restlessness), and impulsivity (or 

behavioral inhibition). (DSM-IV-TR, 2000). ADHD is a chronic condition that affects millions 

of children worldwide and often persists into adulthood (Barkley, 2010). The incidence of 

ADHD in American school-aged children is estimated to be 3-7%, with 20-50% persistence into 

adulthood (Muller, 2005). In children, the disorder is more commonly diagnosed in boys at a rate 

of 3:1, likely attributable to the predominate expression of the quieter, inattentive subtype in 

girls, versus the more behaviorally disruptive hyperactive-impulsive subtype in boys. In 

adulthood, the ratio of ADHD diagnosed men to women is estimated as 2:1 or lower (Barkley, 

2010). The symptoms of ADHD have an early onset (average occurrence at age 3 to 6 years old 

for hyperactivity and impulsivity), occur chronically rather than episodically, and may vary in 

intensity, frequency, and duration relative to context and situation (Barkley, 2010).  

 ADHD diagnostic criteria were initially conceptualized to address the behavioral 

and neurocognitive symptoms of children, but proposed modifications to the diagnostic 

criteria in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders Fifth Revision 

(DSM-V) seek to address the limitations experienced by adults (Barkley, 2010).  

Specifically, the gross motoric hyperactivity that is known to abate rapidly with age 
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(Weyandt et al, 2003) is in turn expressed as impaired verbal, cognitive, emotional, and 

motor impulsivity in adulthood (e.g., excessive talking, interrupting others, greater 

numbers of driving citations and motor vehicle accidents, marital and career instability 

and dissolution) (Barkley, 2007, 2008, 2010). Given the gravity of the educational, 

occupational, personal, and interpersonal impairments, along with high heritability 

(roughly 80 percent; Faraone et al., 2000) and concomitant co morbidity of affective and 

psychiatric disorders in adult ADHD (Barkley et al, 2004; Biederman et al, 1996; 

Crowley et al, 1998; Fischer et al, 2002), researchers have long endeavored to reveal a 

single necessary and sufficient cause of neuropsychological disability and deficit. 

Executive function, particularly inhibition, has been the central focus of ADHD 

investigation for more than a decade and has generated copious research (e.g., Sonuga-

Barke et al, 2008; Nigg et al, 2005; Kessler et al, 2006; Barkley et al, 2002; Wasserstein 

et al 2001).  

 

Executive Function’s Role in ADHD  

 Executive function refers to the set of neurocognitive processes that allow 

successful navigation of obstacles toward a long term goal (Pennington and Ozonoff, 

1996). Future well-being is increased in accordance with an individual’s ability to delay 

immediate gratification, to optimally organize and utilize resources, and to persist toward 

beneficial future achievements; these characteristics are impeded by executive 

dysfunction in adults with ADHD, resulting in difficulty in each of these areas (Barkley 

2008; 2009; 2010). Whether deficits in executive function are central to ADHD 
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symptomatology or are simply concurrent symptoms of the disorder is a matter of 

ongoing scientific debate (Adler, 2010; Barkley, 2010; Newcorn, 2010; Luman, 2009). 

One carefully conducted examination of psychometrically well defined executive 

function  deficits and their impact on daily life functioning in adulthood found that adults 

with ADHD were twice as likely to have executive function deficits as compared with 

adults without ADHD - an impairment of nearly two to one (31% versus 16%, p=.001) 

(Biederman et al, 2010). Adults with ADHD who also exhibited executive function 

deficits were particularly impaired, especially so in academic performance and learning. 

Yet many adults with ADHD will not exhibit any impairment of executive function when 

measured by these neuropsychological instruments.  

 While the construct of executive function (EF) has been criticized as being 

weakly defined and vague, meta analytic findings indicate that one aspect of EF is 

reliably present among individuals diagnosed with ADHD: poor response inhibition and 

execution (Willcutt et al, 2005). Although the effect size for an inhibition deficit is 

modest at best, it is the most robust marker among all EF tasks used to demarcate groups 

with and without ADHD. Two frequently used and reliable measurements for response 

inhibition and execution assessment in ADHD populations are the stop signal task 

(Logan, 1984), and the Stroop Color Word Task (Stroop, 1935). Specifically, meta-

analysis of EF tasks found consistent significant ADHD group differences most often 

using stop signal reaction time (SSRT) on the stop signal task (82% of 27 studies; 

(Willcutt et al, 2005). Another clinical EF task that is administered to determine potential 

response inhibition deficits by measuring interference control in individuals diagnosed 
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with ADHD is the Stroop Color Word Task (SCWT). Meta analyses and reviews reveal 

compromised interference control in ADHD groups on the SCWT as compared to non-

ADHD groups (Van Mourik et al, 2005; Lansbergen et al, 2007). Compromised 

interference in the ADHD group manifests as longer reaction times on the task, and 

although these findings are consistently replicated, their interpretation is somewhat 

limited, due to methodical considerations for SCWT interference score calculation (Van 

Mourik et al, 2005; Lansbergen et al, 2007). Overall, there is evidence that weaknesses in 

several domains of EF are strongly associated with ADHD and that poor inhibition in 

particular represents one of the most reliable and robust effects (Willcutt et al, 2005). 

Deficits in EF and poor response inhibition alone are not representative of all or even 

most individuals with ADHD, however, and this underscores the need for investigation 

and identification of additional underlying causal pathways.  

 

Motivation’s Role in ADHD 

 Several models have proposed that one promising causal pathway for addressing 

the heterogeneity of ADHD is reward and motivation and its associated brain circuitry 

(e.g., Sargeant et al, 2000, 2005; Sagvolden et al., 2005; Sonuga-Barke, 2002; Volkow et 

al, 2010). Anomalous response to reward and altered reward sensitivity in ADHD is well 

documented yet findings are inconsistent (for a behavioral review see: Luman et al, 2005; 

2010).  Many aspects of reward investigation are potential confounders: does the reward 

seem likely? Is the cost to achieve the reward too great or too remote? Is the task too long 

or too boring? One aspect defined by Sonuga-Barke is the proclivity for ADHD 
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individuals to seemingly choose smaller, sooner rewards preferentially to greater, later 

rewards (Luman et al, 2005); the term “delay aversion” describes this tendency.  Delay 

aversion was coined in Sonuga-Barke’s motivational account of ADHD to describe 

diagnosed individuals’ propensity to avert, avoid, or truncate overall delay whenever 

possible (Sonuga-Barke, 1992); hyperactive, motoric behaviors such as fidgeting and 

inattentive behaviors such as daydreaming are viewed as attempts by ADHD individuals 

to decrease the subjective experience of delay when escape is impossible by other means 

(Sonuga-Barke, 1994). Sonuga-Barke’s delay aversion theory was later elaborated to 

specify that the impulsivity in avoiding delay is mitigated by several contextual factors 

and not simply limited to the preference of a smaller, sooner reward over a later, larger 

reward and these potential confounders are presently being investigated for their 

contribution to reward sensitivity in ADHD (see: Marco et al, in press; Sonuga-Barke et 

al, 2008; Sonuga-Barke, 2001). Findings indicating that reward immediacy may account 

for a larger proportion of the variance than response inhibition deficits in ADHD (Solanto 

et al, 2001) have led to an increase in studies looking at the role of reward in ADHD. 

Some additional contextual factors deemed influential in reinforcement contingency for 

ADHD are tangibility, especially in regard to monetary rewards (e.g., Douglas, 1999; 

Solanto et al., 2001; Sonuga-Barke et al., 2003), but also in regard to social and 

emotional factors, as hyper-responsiveness to non-tangible rewards has differentially 

improved response inhibition accuracy in ADHD (e.g., Kohls et al, 2009). While research 

into motivation’s role in ADHD is burgeoning, it is still relatively understudied (Luman 

et al 2010). 
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Interaction of EF and Motivation 

 Sonuga-Barke’s Dual Pathway Model (DPM) addresses the heterogeneity of 

ADHD and the multiple underlying mechanisms associated with its symptoms (Sonuga-

Barke, 2002). The DPM integrates elements of EF deficits as well as motivational 

contributions to ADHD: the “top-down”, or executive pathway is mediated through 

dorsolateral cortical striatal brain circuitry, and the “bottom-up”, or motivational pathway 

is mediated by medial and orbital prefrontal ventral striatal circuits. These pathways are 

conceived as being somewhat independent. The Dual Pathway Model has prompted 

researchers to study motivational processes in addition to EF (Sagvolden et al, 2005; 

Scheres et al, 2006; Luman et al, 2008; Guerts et al, 2006), yet much of the study of their 

interaction remains, as the EF and reward pathway have been mainly studied in isolation.  

 Evidence for executive and motivation pathway interaction is found in the animal 

(Haber et al, 2000, 2003), developmental (Zelazo & Muller, 2002), and neuroimaging 

(Gray, 2004; Gray et al, 2002) literature. Haber’s work with primates (2000) describes 

complex nonreciprocal striato-nigral-striatal and thalamo-cortico-thalamic networks in 

which information is channeled from limbic to cognitive to motor circuits. This suggests 

a bottom-up hierarchy of motivation influencing cognition (including EF), which in turn 

regulates motor output. In short, this serves as a neuroanatomical map of brain regions 

involved in cognition and reward processing that led to optimal choice behavior in 

primates. Based upon these well-established anatomical findings, recent research 

matching primate neuroanatomical and human adult structural and functional 
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neuroimaging data reveal that human functional results map increasingly close to primate 

anatomy (Haber & Knutson, 2009). This is an important development, as it lends validity 

to reward activation findings by grounding them in well-known anatomical circuits. 

Further, fMRI studies in adult humans demonstrate a close overlap between 

emotional/motivational and EF circuitry. For example, it has been shown that 

emotional/motivational states can modulate EF-related activity in lateral prefrontal cortex 

(Gray et al, 2002), suggesting that emotion/motivation and EF are integrated at a neural 

level (Gray, 2004). Finally, ADHD has been studied within a developmental framework 

of EF functioning in response to decontextualized problems that primarily activate the 

dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) (Zelazo & Muller, 2002) rather than contexts that 

demand a high affective or motivational component that would elicit orbital and medial 

prefrontal cortical involvement (Gueurts et al, 2006). This decontextualized approach 

counters most instances in daily life where inhibition would be desirable, as response 

execution is associated most often with a positive outcome. For example, pulling faces in 

the classroom gives a child the reward of a smile from another child that makes inhibition 

of this undesirable behavior even more difficult. Truly ecologically valid task designs 

that measure motivation, inhibition, and their interaction would involve such real-world 

contingencies and these are clearly lacking in the ADHD literature.  

   

 Therefore, the goal of this project is twofold: (1) study the interaction between 

executive and reward/motivational pathway and its role in ADHD-related behaviors; (2) 

study the role of the reward pathway in relation to ADHD-related behaviors. We chose 
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among relevant established task manipulations and created two new tasks to address the 

interplay of self-control/EF and reward/motivation in relation to ADHD behaviors in first 

year college undergraduate students. First, the Classic Stroop Color Word Task was used 

to evaluate executive function (the “top down” pathway) and the newly designed 

Motivation Stroop Color Word Task aimed to assess the interaction of executive function 

and motivation/reward (the “bottom up” pathway). We adapted the classic test of 

attentional interference and overlaid reward and delay features salient to ADHD 

individuals in the new task, hypothesizing that attentional interference for ADHD salient 

cues would increase as self-reported ADHD-related behaviors rose. Specifically, we 

hypothesized that the task words relevant to reward and delay would result in increased 

slowing in reading those words, or an interference effect. And, we hypothesized that, as 

self-reported symptoms of ADHD-related behaviors rose, this effect would be even 

stronger. This fresh perspective is important and relevant within the field, as the 

previously mentioned focus on frontal and executive dysfunction in ADHD has left other 

contributory processes and pathways unexplored. Future application and use in clinical 

ADHD populations is a further exploratory goal of the research.  

Next, the Motivational Stop Task was designed to elucidate the interaction 

between reward/motivation and self-control/EF in first year students with varying levels 

of ADHD-related behaviors. The stop task has been used in the field of ADHD to 

measure prepotent response inhibition (for a review, see Doyle, 2006). Stop signal 

reaction time (SSRT) is a covert measure of response inhibition; it is a calculation of an 

individual’s ability to inhibit a response once it has been initiated – the ability of 
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“stopping” their response. Individuals with higher levels of impulsivity, as witnessed in 

some cases of ADHD, have more difficulty stopping and are therefore slower to respond 

to the stop signal. Despite significant group differences between ADHD and controls on 

stop signal reaction time (SSRT), effects sizes are only modest and this deficit only 

applies to a subgroup of patients with ADHD. One potential reason for relatively weak 

effects is that the stop task as used in studies so far does not reflect daily situations in 

which children are required to inhibit their responses. More concretely, when performing 

the stop task, a child is asked to inhibit their response to a neutral stimulus, and the 

response that needs to be inhibited does not usually result in any positive outcome (other 

than that responding to go stimuli is compliant with the experimenter’s instructions). In 

daily life situations, however, responses that need to be suppressed are typically 

associated with positive outcomes. Supposedly, this very aspect is what makes response 

inhibition hard for children with ADHD. Therefore, the goal of the Motivation Stop task 

is to study response inhibition not only in a neutral context, as has been done before, but 

also in a context in which the response to the go stimulus is associated with a positive 

outcome. We hypothesized that higher levels of ADHD symptoms are associated with 

longer SSRTs in all conditions, but especially so in conditions in which the go response 

results in a positive outcome. Inhibition has been proposed as a central deficit in ADHD, 

yet the literature is inconsistent and heavily reliant upon studies that lack real world 

context and subtlety (for a review see: Nigg, 1999). This project and newly designed task 

fills a clear gap in the research of response inhibition in ADHD by adding real world 

context and reward contingencies that have not been previously studied.   
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Finally, the Probabilistic Learning Task was used to address the second goal of 

this study, i.e., to evaluate the role of reinforcement sensitivity and motivation in a 

population of young adults with varying levels of impulsivity. . Reinforcement 

contingencies have a positive impact on the motivation levels and task performance of all 

children, but task performance is particularly improved in children with ADHD (Luman 

et al, 2005). In fact, children with ADHD appear to be more responsive than typically 

developing children to high intensity feedback as well as feedback that is immediately 

reinforcing (Luman et al, 2005). The Probabilistic Learning Task builds on a 

neurocomputational model based on dopamine’s role in learning that assesses the 

differential response of more or less impulsive individuals when receiving positive or 

negative feedback on a task. We hypothesized that both positive feedback and negative 

feedback would enhance task performance overall, but that the effect of positive feedback 

is relatively weak for individuals with higher levels of ADHD-related behaviors, while 

the effect of negative feedback would be most pronounced in those with high levels of 

ADHD-related behaviors.  

The model is based upon the key role that the neuromodulator dopamine plays in 

the reinforcement learning process (Solanto, 2002). Frank’s biologically based 

computational model of basal ganglia-dopamine interactions in cognition distinguishes 

pathways that are differentially modulated by positive and negative reinforcement (Frank 

et al, 2007; Luman et al, 2005). Dopamine is considered excitatory on the pathway 

related to learning from positive feedback (approach learning), and inhibitory on the 

pathway related to learning from negative feedback (avoidance learning) (Frank et al, 
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2007). ADHD appears to be associated with reduced levels of striatal dopamine (e.g., 

Sagvolden et al., 2005; Volkow et al., 2005). These lower baseline levels of dopamine 

facilitate learning from negative feedback (which results in phasic dips in dopamine) and 

hinder learning from positive feedback (which results in phasic increases in dopamine) 

for those individuals with higher-levels of ADHD-related behaviors. In sum, positive 

feedback is likely less influential in task learning than negative feedback for those with 

higher levels of ADHD-related behaviors and negative feedback may facilitate greater 

learning accuracy in more impulsive individuals. 

 

The major contribution of this project is its original integrative approach that 

transcends the limits of current models of ADHD by evaluating the interaction between 

self-control and motivation. Evidence is emerging at various levels of analysis that 

supports the idea of an integration between EF and reward pathways, and this provides an 

exciting opportunity to use a framework in which to embed the following overall 

prediction: motivation in interaction with EF can account for more variance in the 

symptoms of ADHD than either one alone. 
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CHAPTER 2 
 

PROCEDURE 

 

 Participants were well-functioning psychology undergraduate students at the 

University of Arizona. Participants completed the CAARS as part of an extra credit 

opportunity and were contacted via email invitation. After arrival, they read and signed a 

consent form before performing the tasks. Participants were instructed to leave their 

watch and cell phone in the waiting area. The experimenter administered the tasks in one 

of two task orders: e.g., Order One: 1. Rating scales: demographics, medical information, 

SCL-90R, CAARS, BIS/BAS; 2. Motivation Stroop Color Word Task; 3. Probabilistic 

Learning Task; 4. Motivation Stop Task. Order Two presented The Probabilistic 

Learning Task prior to the Motivation Stroop Color Word Task, but the Motivation Stop 

Task was always presented last in either order so as not to confound the effect of 

feedback in the Probabilistic Learning Task in which no money is won or in the 

Motivational Stroop Color Word Task, in which the salience of the words used might be 

impacted after playing for a monetary reward. At the end of the Motivation Stop Task, 

participants were paid the monetary amount they won. At the end of the session, 

participants also received academic credit points for their time.  

 

Classic Stroop Color Word Task 

The participants first completed the Classic Stroop Color Word task; in this task, 

participants were first presented with card 1 on which they were asked to read 50 color 

names in black ink. Next, on card 2, they named 50 colored XXXXs (in red, green, or 
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blue ink), and were then presented with card 3, the interference card: they were asked to 

name 50 color names written in colored ink, naming only the color of the ink, rather than 

reading the written color name.  

Motivation Stroop Color Word Task 

In development of the Motivation Stroop Color Word Task, carefully chosen 

words that are particularly salient to the ADHD population – those involving reward and 

delay – were chosen because individuals with ADHD have demonstrated aberrant 

sensitivity in these areas (Luman et al., 2005; Sonuga-Barke, 2002). Specifically, words 

for the reward condition (positive valence) were: win, lucky, good, yes, right and the 

reward condition (negative valence) were: lose, bad, no, fail, wrong. Words chosen for 

the delay condition (positive valence) were: go, fast, speed, quick, now. Delay condition 

words (negative valence) were: slow, stop, wait, long, still. Each word was matched 

precisely with a control or neutral word that has similar frequency of use, number of 

syllables, letter length, and orthographic neighborhood; these lexical characteristics were 

considered and used as determining criteria due to the influence they have on word 

recognition, an important limiting factor in the task design (Larsen, 2006). The size of the 

interference effect, or slowing in attention to the active reward and delay words (but not 

the neutral or control words), was measured.  

Participants completed the Motivation Stroop Color Word Task in accordance 

with the Classic Stroop Color Word Task; that is, they read 50 words in black ink, named 

50 colored XXXXs, and then named 50 color names written in colored ink, naming only 

the color of the ink, rather than reading the written word. Interference scores were 

calculated for the active and control conditions by subtracting the reaction time on the 
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second card (color naming) from the reaction time on the third card (interference). This 

was done for the active conditions (reward+, reward-, delay+, delay-) and for all four 

matched control conditions. Additionally, difference scores for each of the four 

conditions (reward+, reward-, delay+, delay-) were calculated by subtracting the active 

interference score from the interference score of the control condition. 

Motivation Stop Signal Task  

The Stop Signal task has been widely used in the field of ADHD to measure 

prepotent response inhibition. The Motivation Stop Signal Task was designed to study 

response inhibition not only in a neutral context, as has been done before, but also in a 

context in which the response to the go stimulus is associated with a positive outcome. 

The main question was whether deficits in inhibition are more strongly associated with 

symptoms of ADHD when the response to be inhibited is associated with positive 

outcomes as compared to when it is not associated with any positive outcome.  In order to 

assess this contextual subtlety of inhibition in the Motivation Stop Signal Task, the 

following three conditions were used: a neutral condition, in which correct and incorrect 

GO responses led to no feedback (blank screen), a condition in which a correct GO 

response led to positive feedback (smiling face) and a condition in which an incorrect GO 

response led to negative feedback (angry face). Further, a condition in which a correct 

GO response led to positive feedback and a monetary amount and an incorrect response 

led to negative feedback and the omission of a monetary amount. The Motivation Stop 

Signal Task design allowed investigation not only of executive function, but also of the 

salience of reward and its motivation; by utilizing a condition with feedback only and a 
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condition that uses feedback and reward, the effects of reward and non-monetary positive 

feedback were parsed.  

Participants first performed the GO task. They were presented with trials that 

consisted of a fixation cross for 1500 ms, followed by a GO stimulus (an animal) for 

2000 ms. Three conditions were used: neutral GO stimuli (donkey) that resulted in no 

feedback, GO stimuli that resulted in positive feedback (pigs), and GO stimuli that 

resulted in positive feedback plus a monetary amount (pig with money). They were 

instructed to respond to the animals on the computer screen as quickly as possible, by 

pressing the appropriate computer key (either left or right, depending on stimulus 

location). GO trials (36 for each condition) were presented in a random order for a total 

of 108 trials and seven minutes. If participants responded correctly, they were then 

presented with feedback for 1000 ms. The feedback for correct responses consisted of a 

blank screen for donkey trials, a smiling face for pigs without money, and a smiling face 

plus coins for pigs with money. The feedback for incorrect responses consisted of a blank 

screen for donkey trials, an angry face for pigs without money, and an angry face and the 

omission of coins for pigs with money. Participants then completed the Stop Signal task. 

The Stop Signal tasks consisted of 70% GO trials and 30% STOP trials, presented 

randomly. For each condition (neutral, positive feedback, and positive feedback plus 

reward), there were 84 GO trials (identical to the ones in the GO task) and 36 STOP 

trials, for a total of 360 trials and 24 minutes. STOP trials were the same as GO trials, 

except for the addition of a visual stop signal (traffic sign) presented briefly after the GO 

stimulus. Participants were instructed to inhibit their response to the GO stimulus when 

they detected the STOP signal. The delay between GO and STOP signal was varied 
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dynamically in such a way that everyone should achieve 50% accuracy on the STOP 

trials for each condition. Participants were playing for real money and although we did 

not actually calculate what they won, everyone received $3 after the GO task and $7 after 

the Stop Signal task. This averaged to a little bit over 8 cents per GO trial.  

The main dependent variable of this task was Stop Signal Reaction Time (SSRT) 

for each condition. SSRT is a reflection of the latency of the response inhibition process 

and was calculated by subtracting the delay between GO and STOP signal from the 

subject’s mean reaction time (see Logan et al., 1997 for a detailed description of this 

procedure). SSRT for the neutral condition served as the baseline for our comparison 

among the remaining conditions, as the main question was whether deficits in inhibition 

are more strongly associated with symptoms of ADHD when the response to be inhibited 

was associated with a positive feedback and/or reward, than when the response to be 

inhibited was not associated with any outcome.  

Probabilistic Learning  - training task 

The probabilistic learning task (Frank et al., 2004) consisted of a training phase 

and a performance phase. In the training phase, participants were presented with three 

different stimulus pairs (AB, CD, EF) in a random order and they had to learn to choose 

one of the two stimuli based on feedback that was probabilistic. In the AB pairs, A led to 

positive feedback 80% of the time and B led to negative feedback in those trials (Figure 

1).  On the remaining 20%, A led to negative feedback while B led to positive feedback. 

CD and EF pairs led to positive feedback less reliably, as C was correct 70% of the time 

and E was correct (positive feedback) only 60% of the time. Over the course of the 

training iterations, participants learned to choose A, C, and E for positive feedback over 
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B, D, and F which led to negative feedback. It should be noted that participants may have 

learned to approach A, C and E, and/or to avoid B, D, and F.  

 

Figure 1. Training Phase. 

MSCWT reward words with a negative valence increased speed on the experimental 

condition (Color Word) as compared to matched control words and resulted in less 

interference. 

Probabilistic Learning - performance task 

The performance phase then continued with testing of novel pairs involving the A 

and B characters (AC, AD, AE, AF) and (BC, BD, BE, BF). The dependent measures 

were the accuracy on A pairs (approaching A on these pairs reflects learning from 

positive feedback), and on B pairs (avoiding B reflects learning from negative feedback) 
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during the performance phase. We hypothesized that higher levels of ADHD symptoms 

and impulsivity may be associated with impaired learning from positive feedback and 

somewhat improved learning from negative feedback. 

 

 

Results 

Statistical analyses for Motivation Stroop Color Word Task 

ANOVA 

 For each context, reward and delay, we conducted ANOVA with the following 

within-subjects factors: condition (2 levels: control condition and active condition) and 

valence (positive and negative). The dependent measure was the interference score 

(calculated as time on the color-word card minus time on the color-naming card in 

seconds). Our first hypothesis was that the MSCWT manipulation would cause sufficient 

interference in the reward and delay conditions as compared with the matched control 

words. Results indicated that the task manipulation worked for the reward words. That is, 

participants had a larger interference effect on the positive reward words (active 

condition, positive valence) compared to the matched control words (F(1,39)=15.50, 

p<.01; n2= .28. Speeding up, or decreased interference, was also shown for the reward 

negative words (active condition, negative valence) compared to the matched control 

words F(1,39)= 5.35, p<.05; n2= .12. In other words, there is a cross-over effect for the 

rewards words whereby the reward positive words increased interference and reward 

negative words decreased inference compared to the matched control words. The reward 
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positive words impair interference control while the reward negative words seem to 

facilitate interference control across all participants (see Figures 2. and 3. below). 

 

 

 

Figure 2. MSCWT reward words with a positive valence increased slowing on the 

experimental condition (Color Word) as compared to matched control words and resulted 

in greater interference. 
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Figure 3. MSCWT reward words with a negative valence increased speed on the 

experimental condition (Color Word) as compared to matched control words and resulted 

in less interference. 
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 Delay words were then analyzed via ANOVA with interference score as 

dependent, condition (2 levels: active/control) and valence (2 levels: positive/negative); 

yet the two repeated measures for the delay words showed no significant main effect of 

condition, no significant main effect of valence, and no significant interaction for 

condition by valence. Although both the delay positive and the delay negative words 

cause more interference than their respective matched control words, these effects are not 

significant; the positive delay words did not significantly differ from the matched control 

words: (F(1,39) = 2.17, p<.05; n2= .05 and the negative delay words did not significantly 

interfere with participant performance as compared to matched control words: F(1,39) = 

.25, p<.05; n2= .62. See Table 1. 
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Descriptive Statistics 

Task Condition 
Mean 

Std. 

Deviation 

interference score time 50 words 

control Delay + 6.0738 3.74774 

interference score time 50 words 

Delay + 
7.1077 3.39554 

interference score time 50 words 

control Delay - 
5.6390 3.52536 

interference score time 50 words 

Delay -  
6.0993 4.69944 

interference score time 50 words 

control Reward + 5.2115 3.56140 

interference score time 50 words 

Reward + 
8.1570 4.13811 

interference score time 50 words 

control Reward - 8.1665 4.35272 

interference score time 50 words 

Reward - 
6.1837 3.77530 

Table 1. Mean and Standard deviation interference scores for each condition (active and 

control, positive and negative valence), n = 39. 

 

WITHIN SUBJECTS FOR Hi versus Low CAARS G 

 Parsing participants by high versus low scores based upon endorsement of total 

DSM-IV ADHD symptoms on CAARS measure Scale G (such that high= T-score > 65 

and Low = T-score <65), revealed no interaction between groups and performance: 
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F(1,37)=1.87, p < .05; n2=.18, indicating that all students performed similarly as 

measured by interference scores on active and control conditions of either valence, 

regardless of their assigned status as high or low CAARS DSM-IV ADHD symptoms. 

However, consistent with our secondary hypothesis and future exploratory goal for 

application to ADHD populations, those individuals with greater levels of self-reported 

impulsivity and ADHD-related behaviors did decrease their response execution times – 

although not statistically significantly- in the experimental condition as compared to 

matched control words (with the notable exception of the facilitation on the reward 

negative condition as previously mentioned).  

Correlations between interference and ADHD Symptoms 

 Our second hypothesis was that the MSCWT would discriminate among self-

reported symptoms of ADHD by slowing response execution times for individuals who 

endorsed a greater number of those behaviors, as has been noted in numerous studies 

previously (see Barkley, 2007 for a review). Figure 4 represents the distribution of self-

reported ADHD symptoms and behavior T-scores as measured by the CAARS DSM-IV 

ADHD subscales (see below). Note that T-scores >65 (1.5 standard deviation elevation) 

are associated with greater numbers of ADHD-related behaviors.  
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Figure 4. Distribution of participants’ CAARS Scale G DSM-IV ADHD Symptoms total 

scores. (Note that T-scores >65 represent 1.5 standard deviation elevations and are 

associated with increased levels of ADHD-related behaviors and symptoms). 

Figure 4. Distribution of participants’ CAARS Scale G DSM-IV ADHD Symptoms total 

scores. (Note that T-scores >65 represent 1.5 standard deviation elevations and are 

associated with increased levels of ADHD-related behaviors and symptoms). 
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 Three significant correlations were found among self-reported ADHD symptoms 

as measured by the CAARS, BIS/BAS, or SCL-90-R, and WURS and difference scores 

on the MSCWT and Classic Stroop manipulations. The first was a negative correlation 

between the difference scores for reward negative words on the MSCWT and CAARS 

mean T-scores for Inattention which comprised scales A (Inattention/Memory Problems)  

E (DSM-IV Inattentive): r=-.444, n=39, p=.005, or 20% of explained variance. See 

Figure 5. This suggests that individuals with high levels of inattention actually performed 

better on the task with negative rewards words, as their response execution was faster, 

rather than slower as we had hypothesized. Similarly, a second negative correlation 

between the difference scores for reward negative words on the MSCWT and CAARS 

mean T-scores for Hyperactivity/Impulsivity comprised of scales B (Hyperactivity) + C 

(Impulsivity) + F (DSM-IV Hyperactivity/Impulsivity) was shown: r=-.317, n=39, p=.05. 

In sum, individuals who self-reported a greater number of ADHD-related symptoms on 

the CAARS actually performed better in the context of negative reward cues. That is, the 

more students self-reported inattention symptoms, the less they suffered from additional 

interference caused by the negative Reward words; negative reward words facilitated 

interference control for those with high inattention, relatively speaking.  
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Figure 5. Negative correlation between difference scores (reward negative experimental 

condition words minus reward negative control condition words) and CAARS T-score 

totals from scales A (Inattention/Memory Problems) and E (ADHD IV Inattentive).  

 A third significant correlation on the WURS ADHD scale supported our 

hypothesis that a greater number of self-reported ADHD symptoms would increase 

attentional interference; a positive correlation between the Classic Stroop interference 

score time (computed by subtracting color naming from color word times) and the 

WURS ADHD total score scale: r=.299, n=40, p=.03, was significant at the .05 level. 
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This finding suggests that individuals who endorsed a greater number of ADHD–related 

behaviors as measured by the WURS ADHD scale had slower response execution on the 

Classic Stroop interference task. 

 

 

 

Statistical analyses for Motivation Stop Task 

In order to determine whether deficits in inhibition are more strongly associated with 

symptoms of ADHD when the response to be inhibited was associated with positive 

feedback and/or reward, than when the response to be inhibited was not associated with 

any outcome (neutral condition), we calculated ANOVAs across all conditions for each 

of the dependent variables: mean reaction time, stop signal reaction time, and proportion 

inhibition. Next, we tested the hypothesis that more tempting trials would increase the 

responsivity of respondents who endorsed a greater number of ADHD-related behaviors 

by computing stop difference scores for each dependent variable across the 3 conditions 

(positive feedback + money minus neutral, positive feedback + money minus feedback 

only, and neutral minus feedback only) and correlating those scores with ADHD-related 

behavior measures (see Tables 4 and 5).ANOVA 

 Repeated Measures ANOVAs with 3 levels of condition as within-subject factor 

were calculated for the dependent variables (SSRT, MRT, and proportion inhibition). The 

first dependent variable, mean reaction time (MRT) is a measure of the total time each 

participant spent on the task; this an observable, overt measurement on each condition 

(positive feedback  + money, feedback only, and neutral).The expected decrease of mean 
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reaction times on the stop trials of the Motivation Stop task were found when 

participants’ response led to reward + feedback and they were significant in a Repeated 

Measures ANOVA with 3 levels of condition as within-subject factor (see descriptive 

statistics in Table 4.), as calculated by the difference between the reward + feedback and 

no reward scores: Wilks‘ Lambda= .1, F (3, 2) =13.42, p=.032. That is, the mean reaction 

times (MRTs) got faster for positive feedback + money conditions as compared to 

feedback alone and as compared to neutral conditions as hypothesized; thus, the task 

manipulation was effective in parsing individual motivation in response to varied reward 

conditions. 

 

MRT Descriptive Statistics 

 

Task Condition Mean Std. Deviation 

MRT_Positive feedback + money 340.14 55.76 

MRT_Neutral 359.97 96.61 

MRT_Feedback only 353.64 90.30 

Table 2. Mean Reaction Time for each trial condition on the Motivation Stop Task, n = 

39. 

 The main dependent variable of this task was Stop Signal Reaction Time (SSRT) 

for each condition. SSRT is a reflection of the latency of the response inhibition process 

and was calculated by subtracting the delay between GO and STOP signal from the 

subject’s mean reaction time (see Logan et al., 1997 for a detailed description of this 

procedure). SSRT for the neutral condition served as the baseline for our comparison 

among the remaining conditions, as the main question was whether deficits in inhibition 
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are more strongly associated with symptoms of ADHD when the response to be inhibited 

was associated with a positive feedback and/or reward, than when the response to be 

inhibited was not associated with any outcome (neutral condition). Stop Signal Reaction 

Times (SSRTs) of all conditions (reward, no reward, neutral) on the Motivation Stop task 

for all participants were not significant in a Repeated Measures ANOVA with 3 levels of 

condition as within-subject factor; thus, no main effect of condition was found (see Table 

2.).  

 

 

SSRT Descriptive Statistics 

 

Task Condition Mean Std. Deviation 

SSRT_ Positive feedback + money 322.7440 142.17134 

SSRT_Neutral 331.4013 154.39795 

SSRT_Feedback only 324.4007 147.30481 

Table 3. SSRTs for each trial condition on the Motivation Stop Task, n = 39. 

 

 

 The third dependent variable was proportion inhibition. As expected, evaluation 

of proportion inhibition demonstrated no significant main effect of condition in a 

Repeated Measures ANOVA with 3 levels of condition as within-subject factor, 

indicating that the tracking mechanism was successful and resulted in roughly 50% 

inhibition across conditions of positive feedback + money, feedback only, and neutral 

equally: F (1, 38) = 0.46, ns; η2 < .01. See Table 3. 
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Proportion Inhibition Descriptive Statistics 

 

Task Condition: Mean Std. Deviation 

Positive feedback + money .4569 .1246 

Neutral .4632 .1245 

Feedback only .4625 .1354 

Table 4. Proportion Inhibition for each trial condition on the Motivation Stop Task, n = 

39. 

 

Correlations between stop difference scores and ADHD-related behaviors 

 Stop difference scores for each dependent variable across the 3 conditions 

(positive feedback + money minus neutral, positive feedback + money minus feedback 

only, and neutral minus feedback only) were calculated and correlated with ADHD-

related behavior measures (see Tables 4 and 5) in an effort to reveal if more tempting 

trials were harder for more impulsive students to resist. In fact, MRT stop difference 

scores negatively correlated with ADHD-related behavior assessment measures (see 

Tables 4 and 5), indicating that more tempting trials increased responsivity of participants 

who endorsed a greater number of ADHD-related behaviors, especially for conditions of 

reward + feedback, and reward, but not for neutral task conditions. Most notably, MRT 

stop difference scores for positive feedback + money minus neutral condition negatively 

correlated with the following ADHD-related behavior assessments:  

F(1, 39) = -.557, s; η2 < .01 WURS Global Severity Index (GSI) ;  

F(1, 39) = -.457, s; η2 < .01 CAARS Scale E: DSM IV Inattentive Symptoms; 
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F(1, 39) = -.417, s; η2 < .01 CAARS Scale C: Impulsivity/Emotional Liability 

Symptoms;  

F(1, 39) = -.414, s; η2 < .01 CAARS Scale G: DSM IV ADHD Symptoms. Taken 

together, the MRT stop difference score correlations demonstrate a pattern of increased 

speed in response execution to more tempting trials by students who self-reported greater 

ADHD-related behaviors; specifically, the response is more marked in the positive 

feedback + money condition trials than in the feedback only trials and these trials both 

elicit faster response execution than the neutral trials. 
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Correlations between MRT Difference Scores and CAARS ADHD Symptoms 

 

 

 

CAARS Scale: 

Positive 

feedback+ 

money  

minus  

Neutral  

Positive 

feedback+ 

money  

minus  

Feedback only 

Neutral  

minus 

Feedback 

only 

CAARS Scale  

 ADHD TOTAL 

ADHD Index 

 

Pearson 

Correlation 

 

-.316 

 

-.276 

 

-.040 

CAARS Scale G 

 DSM-IV ADHD  

 Total Symptoms   

 

 

Pearson 

Correlation 

 

-.414** 

 

-.363* 

 

-.065 

CAARS Scale F 

DSM-IV 

Hyperactive/Impulsive 

 

Pearson 

Correlation 

 

-.266 

 

-.261 

 

-.111 

CAARS Scale E 

DSM-IV Inattentive 

 

Pearson 

Correlation 

 

-.457** 

 

-.377* 

 

-.033 

CAARS Scale C 

Impulsivity/Emotional 

Lability 

 

Pearson 

Correlation 

 

-.417** 

 

-.435** 

 

-.259 

CAARS Scale B 

Hyperactivity/Restlessnes

s 

 

Pearson 

Correlation 

 

-.064 

 

-.099 

 

-.099 

CAARS Scale A 

Inattention/Memory 

Problems 

 

Pearson 

Correlation 

 

-.338* 

 

-.263 

 

.042 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 

 
Table 5. MRT Difference scores for each task condition correlated with CAARS Scales 
of ADHD-related behaviors, n = 40.
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Correlations between MRT Difference Scores and ADHD Symptoms 
 

MRT Difference Score Correlations with ADHD Measures 

 

 

 

 

Assessment Measure: 

Positive 

feedback+ 

money  

minus Neutral  

Positive 

feedback+ 

money  

minus 

Feedback 

only 

Neutral minus 

Feedback only 

SCL90R Global 

Severity Index 

 

Pearson 

Correlation 

 

-.393* 

 

-.351* 

 

-.077 

WURS ADHD  

Pearson 

Correlation 

 

-.557** 

 

-.533** 

 

-.211 

BAS Scale Total  

Pearson 

Correlation 

 

-.132 

 

-.169 

 

-.162 

BIS Scale Total  

Pearson 

Correlation 

 

-.229 

 

-.217 

 

-.104 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
 
Table 6. MRT Difference scores for each task condition correlated with ADHD-related 
behaviors, n = 40. 
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 No significant correlations between ADHD symptomatology and SSRT stop 

difference scores were found (see Tables 6 and 7). Additionally, no correlations between 

proportion inhibition stop difference scores and ADHD symptomatology were found.  In 

other words, no performance differences, as indicated by SSRT stop difference scores on 

reward, no reward, and neutral conditions were found to correlate with ADHD symptoms 

as measured by the CAARS ADHD scales, the BIS/BAS scales, WURS, and SCL90R 

scales. 
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Correlations between SSRT Difference Scores and CAARS ADHD Symptoms 

 

 

 

CAARS Scale: 

Positive 

feedback+ 

money  

minus  

Neutral  

Positive 

feedback+ 

money  

minus  

Feedback only 

Neutral  

minus 

Feedback 

only 

CAARS Scale  

 ADHD TOTAL 

ADHD Index 

 

Pearson 

Correlation 

 

-.116 -.267 .059 

CAARS Scale G 

 DSM-IV ADHD         

symptoms total 

 

 

Pearson 

Correlation 

 

-.003 

-.259 .187 

CAARS Scale F 

DSM-IV 

Hyperactive/Impulsiv

e 

 

Pearson 

Correlation 

 

.072 
-.260 .265 

CAARS Scale E 

DSM-IV Inattentive 

 

Pearson 

Correlation 

 

-.088 -.186 .051 

CAARS Scale C 

Impulsivity/Emotional 

Lability 

 

Pearson 

Correlation 

 

.027 -.081 .073 

CAARS Scale B 

Hyperactivity/Restless

ness 

 

Pearson 

Correlation 

 

.101 .009 .085 

CAARS Scale A 

Inattention/Memory 

Problems 

 

Pearson 

Correlation 

 

-.163 -.127 -.100 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
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Table 7. SSRT Difference stop difference scores for each task condition correlated with 
CAARS Scales of ADHD-related behaviors, n = 40. 
 

 

 

 

Correlations between SSRT and ADHD Symptoms 

SSRT Difference Score Correlations with ADHD Measures 

 

 

 

 

Assessment Measure: 

Positive 

feedback+ 

money 

minus  

Neutral  

Positive 

feedback+ 

money  

minus 

Feedback 

only 

Neutral  

minus  

Feedback only 

SCL90R Global 

Severity Index 

 

Pearson 

Correlation 

 

-.139 

 

-.172 

 

-.098 

WURS ADHD  

Pearson 

Correlation 

 

.063 

 

.089 

 

.040 

BAS Scale Total  

Pearson 

Correlation 

-.196  

.025 

 

.181 

BIS Scale Total  

Pearson 

Correlation 

 

-.229 

 

-.217 

 

-.104 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
 
Table 8. SSRT Difference stop difference scores for each task condition correlated with 
ADHD-related behaviors, n = 40. 
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Probabilistic Learning Task Data preprocessing 

 Data preprocessing for the probabilistic learning task including separation of 

training and test performance results as well as exclusion of any participants who did not 

reach results exceeding chance performance in the training phase, indicative of a failure 

to adequately learn the task or to comply with directions given (see details below). 

During the test phase, accuracy on all A-pairs AC, AD, AE was calculated to provide 

approach inclination (learning from positive feedback or avoiding negative feedback). 

Likewise, accuracy for all B-pairs BC, BD, BE was calculated to provide avoidance 

(learning from negative feedback or avoiding positive feedback). A comparison of A 

versus B accuracy was then calculated for test phase performance without feedback in 

order to determine if learning had been better facilitated via positive (A) or negative 

feedback (B). Finally, correlation with CAARS T-scores on the G Scale (ADHD 

symptoms) compared positive and negative learning tendencies separately and also via 

difference scores between them. 

 

 

Probabilistic Learning Task Results 

Ten additional participants were excluded from the study for achieving 

performance < .50 (chance performance) on positive feedback (accuracy on A pairs) or 

negative feedback (accuracy on B pairs) during the probabilistic learning task. The new 
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sample contained 15 men and 15 women, n=30 (17-29 years old, mean age 19.17, 

sd=2.167). The was no significant difference between learning from positive or negative 

feedback on the task, as evidenced by accuracy scores on A, B, and A-B difference 

calculations. That is, all participants in aggregate did equally well with positive and 

negative feedback during task acquisition, see Table 8. 

 

      Mean  SD 

 Positive Feedback  0.697  0.211 

Negative Feedback  0.631  0.631 

Difference Score: 

Positive-Negative  0.065  0.065 

Table 9.  Performance Means 

No significant correlations were found between CAARS ADHD-symptoms scales 

and performance with positive or negative feedback. Likewise, no significant correlations 

were found for A-B difference scores and CAARS scales. See Table 10.  
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Percent Accuracy Score Correlations with ADHD Measures 

 

 

 

Percent Accuracy: 

 
CAARS  

Scale 

A 

CAAR

S 

Scale 

B 

CAAR

S  

Scale 

C 

CAARS 

Scale E 

Positive Feedback Pearson 

Correlation 

 

.094 

 

.186 

 

.011 

 

.138 

Negative Feedback Pearson 

Correlation 

 

-.293 

 

-.024 

 

-.086 

 

-.196 

Difference Score: 

Positive - Negative  

Pearson 

Correlation 

 

.307 

 

.179 

 

.075 

 

.270 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 

Table 10. Percent accuracy scores for each task condition correlated with ADHD-related 

behaviors, n = 30. 
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Percent Accuracy Score Correlations with ADHD Measures  

 

 

 

Percent Accuracy: 

 
CAARS 

Scale F 

CAARS 

Scale G 

CAARS Scale H 

ADHD Index 

Positive Feedback Pearson 

Correlation 

 

.218 

 

.200 

 

.116 

Negative Feedback Pearson 

Correlation 

 

.022 

 

-.094 

 

-.155 

Difference Score: 

Positive - Negative 

Pearson 

Correlation 

 

.171 

 

.245 

 

.219 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 

Table 11. Percent accuracy scores for each task condition correlated with ADHD-related 

behaviors, n = 30. 
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 The following three scatter plot panels (A-C)  in Figure 6 depict the distribution 

of scores for positive feedback learning accuracy (accuracy on A), negative feedback 

learning accuracy (accuracy on B), and accuracy difference scores (accuracy on A-

accuracy on B), as they correlate with our omnibus measure, CAARS Scale G. No 

significant findings were noted and the figure depicts the sample distributed as roughly 

even, without skew. 

    

   

 

Figure 6. Panel A (A accuracy): Percent accuracy with positive feedback (y axis) and 

CAARS Scale G -ADHD Symptoms total (x axis) correlation, n = 30. 
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Figure 7. Panel B (B accuracy): Percent accuracy with negative feedback (y axis) and 

CAARS Scale G -ADHD Symptoms total (x axis) correlation, n= 30. 
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Figure 8. Panel C (Choose A – Choose B): Percent accuracy in positive minus negative 

difference scores (y axis) and CAARS Scale G -ADHD Symptoms total (x axis) 

correlation, n = 30. 
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Supplemental Analysis 

Some individuals did very well and perhaps such very good performance might 

not allow room to be moderated by an individual difference (such as those rated by 

CAARS). We therefore excluded participants who performed as follows: 

Positive Feedback  > 80% 

Negative Feedback > 80% 

Which resulted in n=15 (18-29 yo, mean 19.6 yo) 6 men and 9 women 

 In the supplemental analysis, once again no significant differences were found 

between learning from positive feedback and learning from negative feedback - revealing 

that in aggregate, participants did equally well to seek positive and avoid negative 

feedback. See Table 11. 

     Mean  SD 

 Positive Feedback    0.551  0.154 

Negative Feedback  0.542  0.160 

Difference Score: 

Positive – Negative  0.009  0.227 

Table 12. Performance Means for supplemental analysis, n= 15. 
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Table 12.  represents the significant positive correlation of positive 

feedback/approach (choosing A) with CAARS A (Inattention), CAARS F (H/I), and 

CAARS G (inattention and H/I). Non significant trends for negative feedback were 

negative correlations with all CAARS scales. Preference for positive over negative 

feedback (A-B) was significantly positively correlated with CAARS Scale F (H/I) and 

CAARS Scale G (inattention and H/I), see Table 13. Taken together, improved 

performance on the probabilistic learning task with positive feedback was noted as 

symptoms of inattention and hyperactivity/impulsivity rose (counter to the hypothesis) 

and preference for positive feedback over negative feedback as symptoms of inattention 

and hyperactivity/impulsivity rose (also counter to the hypothesis).  

 

Percent Accuracy Score Correlations with ADHD Measures  

 

 

Percent Accuracy: 

 
CAARS  

Scale A 

CAARS 

Scale B 

CAARS  

Scale C 

CAARS 

Scale E 

Positive Feedback Pearson 

Correlation 

.538* .461 .486 .505 

Negative Feedback Pearson 

Correlation 

-.189 -.274 -.103 -.190 

Difference Score 

(Positive – Negative) 

Pearson 

Correlation 

.497 .506 .402 .476 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
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Table 13. CAARS scale correlations with test phase performance for supplemental 

analysis, n = 15. 

 

Percent Accuracy Score Correlations with ADHD Measures  

 

 

Percent Accuracy: 

 
CAARS 

Scale F 

CAARS 

Scale G 

CAARS Scale H 

ADHD Index 

Positive Feedback Pearson 

Correlation 

.569* .568* .479 

Negative Feedback Pearson 

Correlation 

-.190 -.209 -.233 

Difference Score 

(Positive – Negative) 

Pearson 

Correlation 

.520* .532* .489 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 

 

 

Table 14. CAARS scale correlations with test phase performance for supplemental 

analysis, n = 15. 
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 The following three panels depict the distribution of accuracy score for 

positive feedback (accuracy on A), negative feedback (accuracy on B), and the difference 

score (Accuracy A- Accuracy B) as they correlate with CAARS Scale G. 

 

 

Figure 9. Panel A (A accuracy): Percent accuracy with positive feedback (y axis) and 

CAARS Scale G -ADHD Symptoms total (x axis) correlation, n = 15. 
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Figure 10. Panel B (B accuracy): Percent accuracy with negative feedback (y axis) and 

CAARS Scale G -ADHD Symptoms total (x axis) correlation, n = 15. 

.  
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Figure 11. Panel C (Choose A – Choose B Difference Scores): Percent accuracy in 

positive minus negative difference scores (y axis) and CAARS Scale G -ADHD 

Symptoms total (x axis) correlation, n = 15. 

.  
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                                                  CHAPTER 3 

                                               DISCUSSION 

The primary goal of this project was to evaluate the interaction between self-control, or 

EF, and motivation and the secondary aim of this work is its application to ADHD. Predictors of 

adult ADHD are executive function (EF) deficits (Adler et al, 2010) and alterations in dopamine 

pathways that result in anomalous reward response and motivation (Volkow et al, 2010). While the 

contribution of each of these pathways is modest as best (Nigg et al, 2005; Volkow et al, 2010), the 

interaction of motivation and EF together may account for more of the variance in ADHD 

symptoms than either one alone (e.g., Sonuga Barke et al, 2005). The Motivation Stroop Color 

Word Task (MSCWT), Motivation Stop Signal Task (MSST), and a Probabilistic Learning Task 

(PLT) were designed to address the roles of each pathway and their interaction. As a first step, we 

administered these tasks to first year college students with varying levels of ADHD-related 

behaviors. 

The newly designed Motivation Stroop Color Word Task assessed the interaction of 

executive function and motivation/reward. As expected, the MSCWT manipulation worked for the 

reward conditions of each valence; that is, the salient reward positive words made the interference 

effect larger compared to matched control words and the reward negative words made the 

interference effect smaller compared to controls. No significant effect of condition or valence was 

found for the delay words on the MSCWT. Correlations between self-reported ADHD symptoms 

and difference scores for reward negative words were significant in the negative direction for 

CAARS scale A (Inattention/Memory Problems) + E (DSM-IV Inattentive) and also for CAARS 

scale B (Hyperactivity) + C (Impulsivity) + F (DSM-IV Hyperactivity/Impulsivity). These 
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correlations suggest individuals who self-reported a greater number of ADHD-related symptoms 

on the CAARS actually performed better in the context of negative reward cues. In other words, 

the negative reward words facilitated interference control, relatively speaking, for those with 

higher levels of reported inattention and impulsivity.  

The Motivational Stop Task manipulation, designed to examine the interaction 

between reward/motivation and self-control/EF, worked partly as expected in that MRTs 

were significantly faster for the positive feedback + money conditions as compared with 

feedback only and neutral conditions. An indication that more tempting trials increased 

execution speed of participants who endorsed a greater number of ADHD-related behaviors 

was evidenced by MRT stop difference scores that negatively correlated with ADHD-

related behavior assessment measures; this was most notable for MRT stop difference 

scores on conditions of reward + feedback, and reward, but not for neutral task conditions. 

No significant correlations between ADHD symptomatology and SSRT stop difference 

scores were found. Additionally, no correlations between proportion inhibition stop 

difference scores and ADHD symptomatology were found.  In other words, no 

performance differences, as indicated by SSRT stop difference scores on feedback + 

money, feedback only, and neutral conditions were found to correlate with ADHD 

symptoms. In sum, the MRTs on the Motivation Stop Task got faster for all students when 

positive feedback + money were involved, and MRT stop difference score correlations also 

demonstrated a pattern of increased speed in response execution to more tempting trials by 

students who self-reported greater ADHD-related behaviors. 

Finally, the Probabilistic Learning Task was used to evaluate the role of reinforcement 

sensitivity and motivation in a population of young adults with varying levels of impulsivity. There 
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was no significant difference found between learning from positive or negative feedback on the 

task, as evidenced by accuracy scores on A, B, and A-B difference calculations. That is, all 

participants in aggregate did equally well during task acquisition with positive and negative 

feedback. Once the top-performing students were excluded, however, a relationship such that 

greater ADHD symptom severity was related to a greater tendency to learn from positive feedback, 

but not to a tendency to learn from negative feedback was found.   

 

Executive Function’s Role in ADHD 

  The present study evaluated potential response inhibition deficits by measuring 

interference control via the Classic Stroop Color Word Task (CSCWT) and found greater 

interference as self-reported levels of ADHD symptoms rose, as measured by the WURS. 

This suggests that individuals with greater inattention, hyperactivity, and impulsivity 

exhibited diminished ability to control interference on the CSCWT as we hypothesized. 

Although there is a relationship between the ability to control interference and response 

inhibition, not all individuals with ADHD demonstrate impaired response inhibition (Lijfijt 

et al, 2005; Oosterlaan et al, 1998) and interference control disruption findings in ADHD 

are mixed (see meta analyses: Lansbergen et al, 2007 and van Mourik et al, 2005). The 

CSCWT shows small deficits in ADHD interference control (Van Mourik et al, 2009; Van 

Mourik et al, 2005; Lansbergen et al, 2007); yet the controversy over its validity centers 

around the nature of the incorporation of the interfering information into the CSCWT 

stimulus and the inability of CSCWT findings to generalize to other interference tasks such 

as the Flanker and Simon tasks (Van Mourik et al, 2009). Although these interference 

control deficit findings are modestly represented in this study, their interpretation may be 
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further limited by methodical considerations for CSCWT interference score calculation 

(Van Mourik et al, 2005; Lansbergen et al, 2007). Given these methodological concerns, 

meta analyses suggest that the CSCWT is not recommended in assessing interference 

control in ADHD (Van Mourik et al, 2009).  

Overall, the heterogeneity of ADHD is indicative of the complexity between 

neurocognitive deficits and behavioral problems, as multifactoral contributions from 

motivation and cognitive strategies no doubt converge in behavioral regulation. 

Specifically, there is evidence that weaknesses in several domains of EF are strongly 

associated with ADHD and that poor inhibition in particular represents one of the most 

reliable and robust effects (Willcutt et al, 2005), yet deficits in EF and poor response 

inhibition alone are not representative of all or even most individuals with ADHD; this 

underscores the need for investigation and identification of additional underlying causal 

pathways, such as motivation (Sergeant, 2005; Sonuga-Barke, 2003; Willcutt et al, 2008).  

 

Motivation’s Role in ADHD 

  The Probabilistic Learning Task (Frank et al., 2004) used in this investigation 

measured reward sensitivity and processing in a population of well-functioning college 

undergraduates. The model is based upon the key role that the neuromodulator dopamine 

plays in the reinforcement learning process and posits that ADHD is likely associated with 

reduced levels of dopamine in striatum (e.g., Sagvolden et al., 2005; Volkow et al., 2005) 

which may impair learning from positive feedback (Frank et al, 2007; Luman et al, 2009), 

while enhancing learning from negative feedback. The utility of the neurocomputational 

model has been demonstrated in medication studies that point up the efficacy of reward-
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based motivation strategies over punishments in unmedicated ADHD populations (Frank et 

al, 2007).   Reinforcement learning results in the present study of well-functioning 

undergraduates (n=30) demonstrated that all students performed equally well on the 

probabilistic learning task with positive and negative feedback. Once the highest 

performing students were removed from our sample (those whose accuracy equaled or 

exceeded 80%; n=15), there was a relationship between higher levels of ADHD symptom 

severity and improved learning from positive feedback, but not improvement in learning 

from negative feedback which fits with recent research (Luman et al, 2010; Frank et al, 

2007). This finding also aligns with behavioral research quantifying performance 

improvements with positive feedback in ADHD and non-ADHD populations (Luman et al, 

2005). Several theories posit impaired behavioral reaction to aversive stimuli, or 

punishment, in ADHD, but more research is needed to determine if learning from aversive 

stimuli is independent of learning from rewards (see meta analysis: Luman et al, 2010).  

Another consideration in interpreting these findings is the very small sample size 

(n=15 in supplementary analysis) which requires further replication before further 

interpretation is warranted. Additionally, the level of functioning of the students 

participating should be addressed. Three considerations regarding the level of function of 

the student participants are: the attrition of lower functioning students who would not be 

represented in our sample, the intervention strategies available to the students who are 

represented in our sample, and maternal education. Each student in the sample has 

matriculated to the college level and they likely have developed successful strategies and 

coping mechanisms related to academic functioning and retention (e.g., Barkley et al, 

2010). The standardized mean difference in academic achievement between students with 
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and without ADHD is large, d=.071 (Frazier et al, 2007) and likely contributes to the high 

rates of grade retention and school dropout for students with ADHD (Barbaresi et al, 2007); 

in fact, longitudinal studies reveal that students with ADHD are 2.7 times more likely to 

dropout of high school prior to graduation (22.9%) as compared to students without ADHD 

(10%). Additionally, meta analytic findings suggest that academic achievement for students 

with ADHD who do reach college are best supported by teacher intervention (for a review 

see: Polderman et al, 2010) and by tutorial service (Barkley et al, 2010). Finally, maternal 

education and support has been identified in a large longitudinal population study as 

favorably mediating several academic outcomes, such as reading achievement, for children 

with ADHD (Katusic et al, 2010). 

Interaction of EF and Motivation 

Motivation Stroop Color Word Task 

  The Motivation Stroop Color Word Task aimed to assess the interaction of 

executive function (“top-down” pathway) and motivation/reward (the “bottom up” 

pathway) in this population of well-functioning undergraduates. Our primary hypothesis 

was that the Motivational Stroop Color Word Task (MSCWT) would effectively 

discriminate between response execution of reward and delay experimental words relative 

to matched control words; the MSCWT demonstrated larger interference effects for the 

positive reward experimental words, indicating that the task manipulation worked. The 

positive and negative reward word MSCWT conditions worked, as they revealed 

interference effects across all participants; the MSCWT manipulation is therefore effective 

in this condition and can be used in further research and application to ADHD populations. 

The salient positive reward words (lucky, good, yes, right) showed an increase in 
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attentional bias, or interference, compared to matched control words, while the salient 

negative reward words (lose, bad, no, fail, wrong) decreased attentional bias or interference 

compared to matched control words. In sum, the MSCWT reward positive words impaired 

interference control and the MSCWT negative reward words facilitated interference control 

in all participants. Further, MSCWT difference scores for negative reward words correlated 

with measures of ADHD, suggesting the individuals with higher levels of CAARS self-

reported inattention, hyperactivity, and impulsivity suffered relatively little from 

interference in the negative reward word condition as compared to the matched control 

word condition. Overall, the negative reward words facilitated better performance in those 

individuals endorsing a greater number of ADHD symptoms. 

The newly constructed MSCWT task effectively demonstrated changes in 

interference for the salient reward words as compared to control words that were matched 

for lexical features that influence word recognition, such as frequency, word length, and 

number of syllables indicated (Forester, 1976; Larsen, 2006). Additionally, higher levels of 

ADHD symptoms as measured by the CAARS ADHD scales were associated with 

decreased interference on the reward negative conditions of the MSCWT, but no 

correlations were found on the CSCWT. Therefore, as predicted, larger interference was 

associated with higher levels of ADHD, specifically inattention, on the MSCWT. Thus, 

MSCWT may be more suitable for detecting interference effects in ADHD than the 

CSCWT. Further development and testing in clinical ADHD populations will further 

clarify the utility of the MSCWT. 

Motivation Stop Signal Task  
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The Stop Signal task has been widely used in the field of ADHD to measure 

prepotent response inhibition (e.g., Willcutt et al, 2005). The Motivation Stop Signal Task 

(MSST) was designed to study response inhibition not only in a neutral context, as has 

been done before, but also in a context in which the response to the go stimulus is 

associated with a positive outcome. The main question of whether deficits in inhibition are 

more strongly associated with symptoms of ADHD when the response to be inhibited is 

associated with positive outcomes as compared to when it is not associated with any 

positive outcome were partially supported by MRTs, but not SSRTs as expected.  The 

original contribution of the Motivation Stop Signal Task design is the investigation of 

executive function and the salience of reward and its motivation – this was demonstrated 

by faster MRTs on the positive feedback + reward condition, as compared to the feedback 

only or the neutral conditions. When the response to be inhibited was associated with 

positive outcomes as compared to when it was not associated with any positive outcome as 

measured by MRTs, students who endorsed higher levels of ADHD symptoms increased 

the speed of their response; this is in keeping with meta analytic findings that demonstrate 

the positive impact of reinforcement contingencies on motivation and performance, which 

is somewhat more prominent in ADHD (Luman et al, 2010; Luman et al, 2005). 

  Our hypothesis that the increased prepotence of the response would lead to poorer 

response inhibition is based in part upon the findings that ADHD children exhibit slower 

and more variable reaction times, as reported in several meta-analyses (Lijffijt et al, 2005; 

Oosterlaan et al, 1998; and a review Barkley, 2005), future studies with the Motivation 

Stop Task could add additional information regarding these factors by addressing them in 

designs used with clinical ADHD populations. These reviews highlighted the role of 
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attention lapse, processing, and careless errors made by ADHD individuals (Castellanos et 

al, 2005) which could also offer insight into ADHD response inhibition if addressed in 

future Motivation Stop Task designs. ADHD children have been shown to differentially 

alter their response following unsuccessful trials as compared to controls (Schachar et al, 

2004) - this influence may be another consideration in future the Motivation Stop Task 

studies as well. Finally, use of the task in a larger population with clinical participants 

could shed more light on the task’s utility in future experiments.  

Considerations and limitations 

Several important limitations to this study must be mentioned. First, the 

population used in this experiment consisted of well-functioning college undergraduates 

and not clinically diagnosed individuals. Any implication of increased ADHD 

symptomatology is therefore represented dimensionally across self-reported measures 

(some of which have an historical component, e.g., WURS). Therefore, interpretations need 

to be conservative and future work with a larger population sample size would lend 

additional insight to these findings and their real world application, as both factors limited 

the power for statistical interpretation. Second, all of the instruments for assessment of 

ADHD-related behaviors were self-report questionnaires and one was an historical, or 

retrospective report that limits reliability and validity for generalization and interpretation.  

The chief limitation of this project is the small sample size of students (n=51), 

culled from a well-functioning collegiate population. Increasing the power by testing a 

larger number of students would greatly improve the generalizability of the findings and 

decrease Type I and Type II error likelihood. Level of function in the population must also 

be considered, as it is a stimulant-naive and non-clinical population which likely possesses 
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several compensatory mechanisms for coping with any ADHD-related behaviors which 

might be present, as they have matriculated to the college-level. Underachievement and 

course failure is well documented in adult ADHD populations (Barkley, 2007) along with 

learning disability in general (for a review: Patel et al, 2010) and reading disability in 

particular (review: Shaywitz & Shaywitz, 2008). This does not preclude the presence of 

adults with ADHD in college, yet well-functioning adult ADHD students are often 

supported additionally by tutors and outside resources which would serve as compensatory 

mechanisms (e.g., Newcorn et al, 2010); tutors may be conceived as a form of executive 

function surrogate, supporting the student and modeling effective organizational, planning, 

and memory strategies and techniques. For these reasons, this sample may not be as 

representative as a sample culled from a clinical population or the general population. 

 

Future directions 

  The MSCWT distinguished among more and less impulsive participants on the salient 

reward conditions and did so more effectively than the CSCWT; this warrants further development 

and use outside the current population of college undergraduates, as its utility may prove greater in 

clinical ADHD populations. The Motivation Stop task manipulation partially worked in that the 

more tempting rewarded trials increased response execution, as measured by MRTs. This 

supported our hypothesis that rewarded responses are more difficult to inhibit as impulsivity rises. 

Addition of a loss condition to the task might add additional insight to the investigation, as 

response to positive and negative punishment in a stop task paradigm is not well represented in the 

ADHD literature at present. Use of the Probabilistic Learning task in a larger, more representative 

population would also be prudent. Our sample, culled from high functioning undergraduates 
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possibly did not allow for accurate representation of learning acquisition across various levels of 

impulsivity. 

  In sum, this project provides additional support for the current interest in and 

accumulating evidence that the heterogeneous presentation and nature of ADHD requires an 

identification of multiple causal pathways. Primary interest in executive function and inhibitory 

control in particular have contributed much to our understanding of ADHD, yet the addition of the 

motivational pathway lends more explanatory power to the varied presentation and inter-individual 

differences that the disorder represents. This integrative approach provides a more comprehensive 

account of the mechanisms of this prevalent disorder and these newly designed tasks address the 

individual contributions of self-control and motivation and their interaction as they influence 

ADHD related behaviors. Future use in larger, clinical ADHD populations will likely validate the 

use of attentional interference, reinforcement learning, and response inhibition measures such as 

the MSCWT, PLT, and MST. 

Pilot Data 

Preliminary Studies 

 Data collection began in Spring 2006 with 19 participants completing the Classic 

Stroop, Motivation Stroop, Probabilistic Learning Task, BIS/BAS, WURS, CAARS, and 

demographics profile. An additional 17 participants completed the same procedure 

during Summer Session One 2006. In the Fall 2006 semester, we included the Stop task 

as well for 32 participants.  

 In the Fall 2006 semester, we analyzed the efficacy of the Motivation Stroop task 

that we developed –one measure of the interaction of executive function and reward 

processing - for the first 30 participants.  
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 For each context (reward and delay) we conducted ANOVA with the following 

within subject factors: condition (2 levels: control condition and active condition), and 

valence (positive and negative). The dependent measure was the interference score: time 

on color-word card minus time on the color-naming card in seconds. These analyses 

revealed a large main effect of condition, such that the active words produced more 

interference than the control words. The results of the ANOVA illustrate the utility of 

the task both for reward words vs. matched neutral words (F(1,29)=12.2, p<.002; 

η
2=.30), and for delay words vs. matched neutral words (F(1,30)=14.4, p<.001; η2=.33).  

Until the fall 2006 semester, we used 100 words for each card of the Stroop Task. Data 

analyses showed that the effect of condition was identical for 100 words as it was for the 

first 50 words. Based on this finding, we have decided to proceed with 50 words only, in 

order to be able to add additional important instruments such as the SCL-90-R (see 

below).  

 A University of Arizona Social and Behavioral Sciences Research Institute Pre-

Doctoral Research Grant in the Fall of 2006 funded research for the Spring 2007 

semester. 

 

Research Design and Methods 

Participants 

 Participants were pre-selected by their impulsivity scores on the CAARS 

administered during the Mass Survey at the beginning of the semester. We selected 

participants from Introductory Psychology 101 classes that provided a range of 

behavioral responses: high, medium, and low impulsivity (see below).  
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Screening procedure / Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria 

Assessment of Impulsivity via Standardized Rating Scales 

 Specifically, we asked participants, young adults between 18 and 40 years of age, 

to complete inventories that assessed the three domains of ADHD 

(inattention/concentration, hyperactivity/restlessness, and impulsivity/self-control) as 

well as associated psychological conditions that have associated symptoms or that would 

serve as exclusionary criteria: 1. The Conners Adult ADHD Rating Scale (CAARS), 

developed by C. Keith Conners, PhD, Professor Emeritus of Psychiatry and Behavioral 

Sciences at Duke University Medical Center; 2. Carver and White’s Behavioral 

Approach System (BAS) and Behavioral Inhibition System (BIS) BIS/BAS Scales, 

which assesses behavioral inhibition, behavioral activation, and affective responses to 

impending reward and punishment, 3. The Wender Utah Rating Scale, a self-report 

measure developed to assess adults' retrospective account of the childhood occurrence of 

symptoms associated with attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), and 4. The 

Symptom Checklist-90-Revised (SCL-90-R) by Leonard R. Derogatis, PhD. The 

Symptom Checklist-90-R (SCL-90-R) instrument helps evaluate a broad range of 

psychological problems and symptoms of psychopathology. The SCL-90-R instrument 

evaluates the following psychological scales and global indexes (which are overall 

assessments of functioning): Symptom Scales: SOM – Somatization, O-C - Obsessive-

Compulsive, I-S - Interpersonal Sensitivity, DEP – Depression, ANX – Anxiety, HOS – 

Hostility, PHOB - Phobic Anxiety, PAR - Paranoid Ideation, PSY – Psychoticism. 

Global Indices: Global Severity Index (GSI): Designed to measure overall psychological 
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distress. Positive Symptom Distress Index (PSDI): Designed to measure the intensity of 

symptoms. Positive Symptom Total (PST): Reports number of self-reported symptoms. 

 Participants were pre-selected by their impulsivity scores on the CAARS 

administered during the Mass Survey at the beginning of the semester. We selected 

participants that provided a range of behavioral responses: high, medium, and low 

impulsivity. For example, adults from the Spring 2006 Mass Survey (the first 19 

participants) were selected for the study as follows: they were 18 or 19 years of age, per 

gender, we looked at the scores on the CAARS DSM ADHD scale (scale G) and we 

selected 16 males and 16 females with T-scores > 85 (more than 3 SDs above the mean), 

and 16 males and 16 females with T-scores < 85. This provided a range of responders 

with varied levels of impulsivity. 

 Students who completed the medical information and demographics questionnaire 

and indicated that they were currently using stimulant medication or drugs, who were 

currently under the influence of alcohol, who were non-native English speakers, or were 

fluent in reading Japanese were excluded from the analyses. Based on the fact that 

ADHD is highly comorbid with other conditions such as conduct disorder, anxiety, and 

depression, we expected that a portion of the students would have elevated scores on 

some of the scales of the SCL-90-R. We did not necessarily want to exclude these 

participants, because they are representative of the population of patients with ADHD. 

Rather, we took into account those elevated scores in the statistical analyses. We did not 

expect correlations between ADHD symptoms and SCL-90-R scores to be so high that 

this strategy would be problematic. Typically, correlations between ADHD symptoms 

and comorbid symptoms are in the range .3-.5 (based on Scheres et al, 2005). 
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Pilot Motivation Stroop Analysis 

 

For each context (reward and delay) we conducted ANOVA with the following 

within subject factors: condition (2 levels: control condition and active condition), and 

valence (positive and negative). The dependent measure was the interference score: time 

on color-word card minus time on the color-naming card in seconds. 

Results indicated that the task manipulation works. As expected, participants had 

a larger interference effect on the reward and delay words (active condition) compared to 

the matched control words (F(1,58)=10.2, p<.01; η2=.15 for delay; F(1,59)=3.5, p<.07; 

η2=.06 for reward; (See Figures 1. and 2.). Moreover, for delay words, we also saw a 

main effect of valence (F(1,58)=9.5, p<.01), with positive delay words being associated 

with more interference than negative delay words (See Figure 1.). 

ADHD Symptom Group Comparisons (CAARS Scale G) 

Delay Positive group comparison of high versus low on CAARS scale G (See 

Figure 3.): low scorers have increased interference for the words representing decreased 

delay (D+) or “speed words”, while the high scorers do not (F(1,59)=7.6, p<.01).; main 

effect of condition with all participants showing an increased slowing for the 

motivationally salient words over the neutral words as a result of a significant group and 

condition interaction (F(1,59)=9.5, p<.01). No significant main effect of group was 

found.  

Delay Negative group comparison of high versus low on CAARS scale G (See 

Figure 4.): high and low scorers do not differ on interference to words representing 

increased delay (D-) and both groups demonstrate only a marginally significant increase 
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in interference for the motivationally salient words (F(1,57)=3.5, p<.07). No significant 

main effect of group was found.  

Reward Positive group comparison of high versus low on CAARS scale G (See . 

5): high and low scorers do not differ on interference to words representing increased 

reward (R+), yet all participants show increased slowing for the motivationally salient 

reward words over the neutral words (F(1,58)=4.3, p<.05). No significant main effect of 

group was found.  

Reward Negative group comparison of high versus low on CAARS scale G (See . 

6): high and low scorers do not differ on interference to words representing reward loss 

(R-). All participants show similar response times for the motivationally salient reward 

words as well as the neutral words. No significant main effect of group was found.  

Attentional bias is a central feature of many cognitive theories of 

psychopathology. The emotional analog of the original color Stroop is a very common 

measure for investigating attentional bias and the concomitant cognitive control required 

for performing such a task. We created a modified version of the task using words that 

are salient to ADHD populations – reward and delay. By carefully controlling for word 

frequency, word length, and orthographic neighborhood, we matched active and control 

words for the primary lexical factors that influence word recognition and subsequent 

interference in naming.  

Our results indicate that the task manipulation works; per the GLM, participants 

had more difficulty in the motivational conditions of the task than in the control 

conditions – hence they had more interference. Moreover, we saw that in the delay 

condition that positive delay was associated with less interference than the negative 
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words. Interestingly, we found that words salient to decreasing delay and increasing 

reward resulted in more interference for participants with relatively lower levels of 

impulsivity rather than for those participants who endorsed more positive ADHD 

symptoms. While these findings counter our prediction, they provide consistent results 

and significant main effects for the ADHD-relevant motivational words over their 

matched controls. We will continue to explore these findings with additional executive 

function and reward research in larger, clinical populations of ADHD to determine the 

task’s utility and reliability.  
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Pilot Data Figures 

 

Figure 12. Delay condition interference effect for         

Positive/negative valence. 
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Figure 13. Reward condition interference effect for         

Positive/negative valence. 
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Figure 14. Delay positive interference effect for         

Low versus High ADHD. 
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Figure 15. Delay negative interference effect for         

Low versus High ADHD. 
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Figure 16. Reward positive condition interference effect for         

Low versus High ADHD. 
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Figure 17. Reward negative interference effect for         

      Low versus High ADHD. 
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